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MERRY CHRISTMAS AND HAPPY NEW YEAR!
Many of you would have seen that the school has just been
awarded £7.5 million to build a new classroom block and canteen on the GGS site. This is an exciting time in our development and these much needed facilities are very much welcomed. The ‘temporary’ green block which has been in situ for
the last 12 years will be demolished and we can finally say
goodbye to this monstrous carbuncle. This work is in addition
to a major refurbishment project to the old part of buildings
that includes a completely new pitched roof, internal windows
and redecoration and carpeting of corridors. By September
2021 we will have facilities that match the quality of our education.
This term we have had an external review of our education
provision by Challenge Partners. Five reviewers and an Ofsted
lead inspector spent three days in the school. This was not an
inspection but the process helped us to clarify a number of
development areas. It is clear for all to see that this is a great
school and our development areas provide us with opportunities to continue to make marginal gains. This demonstrates
that our work on the curriculum and assessment is right at the
cutting edge of educational practice and we should be very
proud of the provision at GGS.
Pictured with his wife, Rita,
I would like to
Peter Sanderson at the opensay a massive
ing of the Sanderson Sports
‘thank you’ to
Centre in 2009
our PTA who
organised
a
spectacular fireworks display at
the school. This
event was a triumph and I
know that 500
guests
that
showed up were enthralled by Queen’s Bohemian Rhapsody
inspired display. If you missed out this time, make sure that
you get in early next year as this is the ‘best display in Gravesend’!
Trips and visits have continued unabated this term. The highlights were probably our four residential visits to Barcelona
(Spanish Year 9), Normandy (Year 8), Soustons (Senior Rugby
tour) and the Yorkshire Dales walking holiday. Day trips included the Gurdwara, London Economics Conference, Road Safety,
Houses of Parliament and History in action. The dedication of
the staff to organise a varied programme such as this is a tesGravesend Grammar School

tament to the commitment of the staff at GGS.
I need to mention the outstanding contribution of two of our
students. Firstly Rhys Bonnell (13KKP) was selected and competed for GB and NI in the transplant Olympics. This shot him
into the public eye where Hello magazine produced a double
page article on Rhys meeting Prince Harry and Meghan Markle, the Duke and Duchess of Sussex. Mason Rickard (13MP)
continues to amaze and was invited to speak at a delegation at
the UN. Mason was by far the youngest on stage but the did
the School proud discussing issues for young people in the
digital age (see page 8).
The CCF have been very active over the
Remembrance period with involvement at
the Denton Cenotaph, and the town centre
service. They will also be at St Peter & St
Paul, Milton Church on 22nd December to
celebrate the life of Robert Palmer VC (see
page 13).
It saddens me to report the deaths of two
former students this term. Joe Sako (27)
died on 15th November and Joshua French (30) on 9th December. Joe was a talented Gymnast and successful Solicitor. Joshua studied A-levels with us and went on to study Physics at
University of Kent. Family, friends and colleagues at the
school have been shocked by the passing of these two talented Old Boys. Our thoughts are very much with their families.
Many of you may have seen Mr Chapelard from our Languages Department on TV rubbing shoulders with the political elite over the last five weeks as he attempted to become
the next MP for Tunbridge Wells. Although he managed to
secure over 15,000 votes and an 18 point swing towards the
Liberal Democrats, he was unable to surpass the Conservative
candidate. We congratulate him on his valiant battle.
Mi
tch

At the time of writing, I am looking forward to our Year 7 Carol
Service at St George’s Church and to our final assemblies prior
to the Christmas break.
I wish everyone a very Merry Christmas and a happy and
fruitful New Year.
MDM
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OBITUARY
JOSEPH SAKO
We are deeply saddened to report
the death of former GGS student, Joe
Sako, at the age of 27 after a short
illness. Joe attended GGS between
2004 and 2010. He won a Form Prize
in Year 10 and the WA Wyatt Arts
Prize in 2010. He represented GGS in
the National Schools Under 13 Gymnastics Final in 2005, was a keen basketball player and a
member of the 2009 Miltonian Editorial Team. After leaving
GGS, he went to the University of York to read History and
Politics where he graduated with a First Class BA (Honours).
Our heartfelt thoughts are with his family and friends at this
very sad time.

OBITUARY
JOSHUA FRENCH

We have learned recently of the death of former GGS student, Joshua French, in a car accident, on 9th December
shortly before the birth of his first child. Joshua joined our
6th form from Meopham School in 2005 and then went to
the University of Kent to study Physics.
Once more, our thoughts are with his family and friends at
this tragic time.

STAFF NEWS
We welcome back Ms Warnett from maternity leave and welcome Mrs Erwood and Mrs Gwalter to our team of lunchtime supervisors. We say goodbye to Mrs Barnard, who is not returning from her maternity leave, and to Mr Faux-Bowyer.

HEAD STUDENT’S REPORT
As Christmas and the New Year approaches, I like to think everyone at GGS is able to say that 2019 has been a productive
and joyous year for them. It is evident that the School will be
entering the new decade on a high having seen improvements
in almost all areas since I joined in 2013.
The School has the most students it has ever had, especially in
Y12 which sees nearly 200 students alone, with the next year’s
Y7 expected to be the largest cohort to date. I believe it
shouldn’t go unnoticed that we are the most subscribed
school in the area because sometimes we can forget how
great our school actually is and makes us prouder to wear the
School badge.
Our current students are also the highest achieving in terms of
GCSE results, where in the last two years we have improved in
both attainment and progress even when exams have become
more challenging.
We have more boys playing rugby than ever before as well as
the largest number of sports teams the school has ever boasted - from hockey to frisbee and everything in between. New

Message from the Finance Office –
When using Parentpay to make online payments, it is
sometimes essential for the ‘notes’ field to be completed. Please ensure that you fill in this information
according to the instruction in the description.
Failure to do so could result in delays and confusion.
Many thanks
Finance Office
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carpets, windows and even TV screens around the buildings
have also added to the improved feel around the school.
We have the largest number of Sixth Form volunteers, whether supporting younger boys as mentors or by assisting at
Whitehill Primary School during enrichment. Our prefects now
have more responsibility in ensuring certain aspects of the
School are continuously improving. The list goes on.
Although hard to measure, it seems to me that there’s now a
general buzz around the school where students are not only
doing better but are more willing to get better by taking advantage of the vast number of opportunities available to
them. I’m confident that our students will continue to do this
well into the 2020s, making it exciting to see where GGS will
be the next 10 years.
Merry Christmas and Happy New Year!
Lukey Hunt
Head Student

INCLEMENT WEATHER
Whilst every effort will be made to keep the School open, if
there is any need for closure a decision will be made at the
earliest opportunity and will be communicated in the following ways:
An Intouch message to parents
The School website
Email to students
Twitter
KCC Kent Closures website—
https://www.kentclosures.co.uk
In the event that we have to close during a school day, an
Intouch message will be sent to parents and students will
be asked to contact parents.
Any students unable to leave the site will be supervised in
School.
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MEET THE STAFF - MRS SHUTT
What does your job involve on a daily
basis? Teaching Geography to students
in all year groups. My Assistant Head of
KS3 job involves me working alongside
Mr Rapley to support boys in Year 7 and
8. This is in a range of different ways
from dealing with incidents as they occur each day to identifying problem
areas for students through daily monitoring. I might pop into lessons to see
what's going on and on other days I
might be delivering an assembly. No two days are the same!
What are some good things and bad things about your job? It
is great to see boys that have struggled, turn things around as
a result of the interventions that I have helped to implement.
Unfortunately there is never enough time in a day to deal with
absolutely everything so being able to prioritise is important.
What was your first job? Working on the Deli counter at my
local Sainsbury's. I still remember how tricky it was trying to
cut the different weights of cheese that people asked for.
When did you start teaching? I started teaching 14 years ago
up in a school in Cheshire as I was living in Manchester at the
time. I had stayed up in Manchester after attending University
there.

Why did you choose GGS? I decided that I wanted to move to
be closer to my family in the South East so started looking for
Head of Geography jobs in this area. When I saw the advert for
GGS and received the information pack about the school I had
a really good feeling about the school and applied for the job.
The rest is history!
What do you see yourself doing in the future? Even though
teaching can be challenging at times, the rewards definitely
outweigh the challenges and I couldn't see myself doing anything else. Hopefully I will be at GGS for many years to come.
Other than Geography, are there any other subjects you are
interested in? This year I have been teaching PP and am finding the philosophical side of the subject really interesting.
How do you think the school should change? We are lucky to
have such a fantastic school and the new building works and
extension of the school are going to help to improve our facilities further, which will be really exciting for us all.
What would your advice be to all young people? To work
hard, as unfortunately you don't get very far in life by being
lazy and expecting things to just fall in your lap.
Jordan Giannasi 10D

CHARITY
It has come to that time of year where the Charity Prefect
Team hand back their prefect badges in order to allow them
time to focus on their studies. Owen Glazier, Govindeep Rai,
Jay Thapa, Julius Sireikis and Ben Burtenshaw have worked
hard over the past year arranging many charity events. The
money raised as a result of the team’s hard work has supported many charities. These range from local charities which are
close to our hearts, such as The Ben Johnson Foundation, to
national charities, such as Save The Children. I would like to
take this opportunity to thank the charity prefects for their

hard work and wish them luck in their A Level examinations at
the end of this year.
The Head Student team have already been busy interviewing
the next batch of charity prefects, and it is with great pleasure
that I can announce that Esther Anthony-Ajileye, Robert
Hooker, Scarlett Roswell and Vineet Dhillon will be the charity
prefects for the year ahead. They have got big shoes to fill but
I am sure that they will rise to the challenge.
HNW

MOVEMBER 2019
Movember 2019 is over; top lips have been re-exposed to the
elements, razors returned to wash-basins and the world seems
a poorer yet smoother place for it. 2019 has seen a reembracing and growth of Movember at GGS, for the first time
6th Formers were invited to participate in the mo-growing festivities as well as the fundraising. Although only a few students
were brave enough to be mo-bros this year, the hope is that
this will explode into much greater levels of participation for
Movember 2020.
This year staff and students raised an enormous £1,271 for the
Movember charity, through a non-uniform day and stafffundraising. This money will be used by the Movember charity
to fund projects and research around men's health issues, including research and awareness programmes focusing on issues such as testicular cancer, prostate cancer and mental
health issues.
The Movember charity was born in Melbourne, Australia in
2003. A group of friends asked two vital questions: Where had
all the moustaches gone and how could they use the mo to
Gravesend Grammar School

raise money for charity. That first year involved thirty 'mobros' and was so popular that in 2004 the friends formed a
registered company, began linking themselves to men's health

Mr Manson, Mr Browne, Mr Knight, Dr Sturley, Mr Bleakley

charity and began spreading the word of the mo! 2006 saw
the charity spread to New Zealand and by 2007 there were
moustaches sprouting all over the world. Since those early
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MOVEMBER continued
days more than five and a half million mo-bros and mo-sistas
have raised more than £402,000,000 for men's health research and associated charities. 1,200 vital men’s health projects have been funded by the Movember organisation since
those heady days of 2003.
Gravesend Grammar School signed up with the Movember
charity in 2009. Since then we have organised staff moustache
competitions each year, held assemblies during Movember
that discuss the charity and men's health issues, invited in
guest speakers from the Movember organisation, taught
Movember themed lessons in PSHE and held non-uniform
days to raise money for the charity. Since that first Movember
at Gravesend Grammar School ten years ago, staff and students have raised around £15,000 for Movember.
The ‘Moustache of the Year’ competition was particularly
close among teachers this year. Voting was neck and neck and
came down to a single vote in the end. All the moustaches
were exceptional this year but there can be only one winner

for 2019: Mr Neil Browne.
For the first time this year a
student ‘Mo-Bro’ trophy has
been awarded. The criteria for
this award is a little different,
it is based on moustache quality and fundraising prowess
combined. The 2019 student
Mo-Bro award winner is: Denis
Piralic.
Thank-you for your generosity!
JCM
PS: It's not too late to donate. If you would like to add to our
overall total or just learn more about the Movember charity
and men's health, please check out our webpage at: https://
moteam.co/team-ggs?mc=1

Careers News
A new dedicated Careers area is now available on the main School website. The content is aimed at parents and employers
with further information for staff and students available through their cloud log-in.
You can also see an overview of our school careers programme, browse option information and access links to recommended
career resources.
Please get in touch by email with any feedback or suggestions for additional content.
Mrs Jenny Douse
Head of Careers
(dousej@gravesendgrammar.com)
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SOCIETIES
Engineering Society
The main goal of the society is to provide information about
the engineering world and to discuss why this industry is perfect if you take Maths or Physics A levels. Here are some reasons why engineering is a great career option according to the
current members of the society: 'Engineers are important in
solving global problems.' 'There are many opportunities to
travel the world!' 'Highly qualified engineers are sought after,

so you will never be out of a job.' 'You can work in many different departments.' 'High salaries for life.'
So if you are interested in a career in engineering, or simply
want to find out more, then come along every Tuesday to
Room 204 from 1.10 pm - 1.40 pm (Year 12 and 13 only).
Lukey Hunt 13AD

Medical Society
Over Term 2, the Medical Society has been exceptionally productive. Our numbers are maintained and members have been
consistent, attending meetings and sessions with much enthusiasm. Not only has the Society been informative for getting
into medicine, but also for other Allied Health professions like
dentistry and veterinary.
Before the end of the first term, based off the advice given by
Dr Sivas, former President and Chief Mentor for schools at
Medic Mentor, our Society now has a proper structure, consisting of members taking up responsibilities. Hence our society has become more sophisticated
and more diverse.
St George's Medical School has
once again been very supportive
and has helped students develop a
better understanding of the processes of getting into medicine
through the MMI process they
shared with us. Laura, who's a first
year medical student at the university, very generously shared her
experiences of getting into medicine and going through it, clearing
any questions we had. Having had someone closer to our age
talk about their experiences was very motivating for all of us.
It also allowed us to understand and fully interpret the intensi

ty that studying medicine
will involve.
People from the newly
emerging Kent and Medway Medical School expressed the concern of
the lack of GPs in the area
and say they are willing to
overcome this situation
by encouraging more students to pursue medicine. "Creating doctors that we need" is
essential to them. As a result, they have lowered entry requirements and made the course more accessible.
One very unique perception we were fortunate enough to
benefit from this term was from the Special Firearms Command. Andy Hopton, an Armed Response Officer, talked about
his experiences in the armed field as well as about how medicine comes into play. He also highlighted the importance of
teamwork, making decisions under pressure, taking the right
actions is very common, much like in the medical field (except
that their job is life threatening!). We were also able to view
the body camera footage of a couple of busts and how each
officer and the medical team work together towards an issue.
Mariam Fatima 12SC & Sam El-Henawy 12SC
Publicity Officer & Vice President

Politics Society
Politics Society meets every Tuesday lunchtime to discuss and
debate current affairs, along with specific political issues. Each
week, one member is ‘speaker’ and so sets the agenda, controls the debates, and directs the discussions. We have talked
about everything from policing to the 2020 US Democratic
Primaries. It is our aim in the near future to be able to host
guest speakers from the local community, and have already
been given an offer by the Police and Crime Commissioner for
Kent. All of our members are extremely enthusiastic about
politics, many of us being members of parties and attending
events outside of school. We are very eager to welcome new
members and encourage anyone who is taking Politics at ALevel, alongside any students who have even a vague interest,
to drop by and sit in on one of our discussions - fresh opinions
are always welcome!
With the General Election over, and the dust beginning to
settle, Politics Society will have a long list of things to talk
about. Our society predicted a majority of 15-25 seats, completely underestimating the crushing defeat of Jeremy Corbyn
Gravesend Grammar School

- the worst Labour result since 1935. Prime Minister Johnson
in fact has a remarkably comfortable majority of 80 seats, and
has the mandate necessary to finally end the gridlock and get
Brexit done. This election saw a total shift in voting patterns
with Northern constituencies who opted to Leave backing Boris, destroying Labour’s traditional ‘red wall’. The SNP tightened their hold on Scotland, winning 48 of the 59 seats available. The night saw many shock results, such as Blyth Valley
(Labour for 70 years) going blue and Jo Swinson narrowly losing her seat in East Dunbartonshire. The results, however, are
only the beginning. Who is next to lead Labour and the Liberal
Democrats? Which direction do the parties go from here on?
The following months will be just as interesting as the election
itself, with the entirety of British politics having to react to the
new landscape. Political Society will be engaged and excited
about it all. We strongly recommend anyone, even if you know
nothing about the subject at all, to join us and let your voice
be heard.
Kieran Everson 13 RMT
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A CHRISTMAS CAROL (1)
A Christmas Carol performance was a stupendous performance
and followed the main storyline of the novella. The acting was
good and each character displayed their emotions well and
made the language easy to comprehend. They also used their
expressions to show what they were feeling.
They had to think about the casting because they were able to
do a play that had over thirteen different characters with only
three actors and were able to switch in and out of them quite
effortlessly. They were also in sync as they were not missing
their lines or talking over each other. The pieces of choreography, like Tiny Tim jumping into Scrooge’s arm or the part
where the souls of other people were trying to get through the
ghost of Christmas Future were excellent.
I also thought the pacing of
the entire story was accurate because they took
time and effort to portray
the characters well and get
the story across and it kept
us engaged. I personally
thought that the way they
showed Scrooge’s transition

was remarkable because you could tell the difference in
Scrooge’s personality from the start and at the end. At the
beginning we saw Scrooge as a greedy heartless person who
nobody liked but then later on we find out about his childhood
and how he was brought up. After the ghost of Christmas past
arrived Scrooge is still greedy and cold hearted but we as the
audience at least know why so we feel empathy for him but
don’t necessarily like him. Later on, after the ghost of Christmas future arrives and Scrooge becomes a light-hearted man
who cares about others (just like in the book) the audience
starts to like him and label him as a good character.
In conclusion, the play was a 9/10 because the actors were
very good at displaying and switching in and out of characters,
the pacing was decent and didn’t feel rushed or too slow and
boring.
It matched up with the storyline of the book and got the general message across, if there were any way I could improve this
play I would just get them to make Tiny Tim’s actor to crouch
and walk on her knees like all the different kids in the play.
Apart from that the play was very well performed and was
worth the time and money.
Emmanuel Oyedele 8D

A CHRISTMAS CAROL (2)
On Friday 13th December 2019 I watched the production of A
Christmas Carol which was performed in our Assembly Hall.
The performance was by The Box Clever Company. Three actors performed all the character roles really cleverly. I enjoyed
it as there was much comedy and drama and it was balanced
quite well.
In my opinion, I would recommend someone to watch this
play after they have read the book. Firstly, because of the
number of actors it would be hard to follow it if you had no
background of what the story was about.
The play was well choreographed and the actors took very
little time to change from character to character. When two
actors were changing for the next scene, the other one would
be on stage singing a short verse of a Christmas Song. They
used many dramatic techniques to tell us the story of how
Scrooge changes from a miserable, stingy old man into a
philanthropist. We were able to follow his journey, led by the

Spirits, into self discovery.
I also enjoyed the way they used the
background to transform the scene
by moving cleverly through the curtain in an almost magical way. This
helped them to prepare for the next
scene. For example, Scrooge sent the
ghost from his room. They did this by
putting a curtain over the ghost, the
ghost then went under the background (as it was a curtain) then they
pulled the curtain away and the ghost
was gone. This helped to create a strong sense of the supernatural.
A great production which was very cleverly performed.
Habbishan Suyathasan 8D

CHRISTMAS CARDS
Congratulations to Oscar Thilthorpe (7T), who submitted the winning design for our Christmas card this year. The two runners
up were Freddie Peirce-Howe (7C) and Ben Fenton-Smith (7D).

Gravesend Grammar School
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HOUSES OF PARLIAMENT
On Wednesday 27th November, 30 students, along with Mr
Townsend and Mrs Rathore went on the annual A Level Politics trip to the Houses of Parliament. Due to Parliament being
dissolved, there was not the usual buzz around the building,
but this meant that we could
have a proper tour of all of
the main areas, which in previous years has been impossible.
The tour began in the central
lobby, followed by the member’s lobby, ‘aye’ lobby,
House of Commons, House of
Lords and finally Westminster
Hall. After the tour, students attended a workshop, hosted by
the Parliament Education Service. In the workshop, students
put their knowledge of UK pressure groups into action in an
interactive and informative way. In addition, former GGS student James Holland (2011-2018) came and spoke to the students about his experience as a senior clerk in the Table Office
in the House of Commons, a full time job he has had since
leaving the school at the end of his A Levels last summer. RMT
Going to see the Houses of Parliament was a very exciting experience. To see the places we see on TV constantly, up close
and in real life, especially with the current times felt almost
surreal. My favourite part was going to the ‘aye’ lobby. Being
in a place where such important decisions for our country are
made, was full of so much atmosphere and history. It’s also
where they keep a record of every word of every debate spoken in Parliament (Hansard). Years and years of parliamentary

history all in one place. It was absolutely fascinating. It was an
honour to go there, and thank you to Mr Townsend for organising such a wonderful trip.

Toni Olusanya 12RMH
The Houses of Parliament is one of the most iconic buildings in
London. Although empty and without buzz, due to the impending general election it was an honour to visit the hub of
political figures, past and present. The statues in the Member’s lobby were awe-inspiring to look at, knowing each of
them have contributed to making Britain a better place, leading the way for stronger democracy and peace. Even though
the tour was rather brief it was still thoroughly informative
and it was a surreal experience to stand in the commons
chamber and lords chamber. Sitting in the ’no’ lobby, one was
truly able to immerse themselves into the experience as if
they were a politician representing the views of their constituents. I commend the Parliamentary Education Centre who
organised this great trip.
Robert Hooker 12CNW

FROM THE HOUSES OF PARLIAMENT TO THE UN
On Monday 25th November 2019, I travelled to Berlin, Germany to speak at the United Nations Internet Governance
Forum on behalf of the 5Rights Foundation and Gifted Young
Generation. The aim of my speech was to encourage the implementation of a General Comment to the United Nations
Convention on the Rights of the Child (UNCRC) to protect children in the digital environment. The UNCRC was introduced
thirty years ago, before the rapid emergence of the internet
and social media. No legislation has since been applied to ensure that the rights of children online are regulated and protected. As a result, both children and adults have the same
rights online — which should not be the case. This is because
1) young people lack the maturity to fully understand what
the digital environment entails; 2) young people do not yet
have the full education to understand what is right and wrong
online; and 3) young people lack the experience of making
errors in the digital environment, and rectifying those mistakes. There must be legislation in place to allow young people to learn and adapt online without the fear that their data
will be purveyed by major tech giants without their permission or acknowledgement. During my speech, I highlighted the
significance of Article 12 in the UNCRC: the right to be heard.
Being the only panelist at the entire conference to be under
the age of eighteen, I felt that it was my duty to act as a voice
Gravesend Grammar School

for young people across the world, who account for one-third
of the physical and digital population! Consequently, it is of
fundamental importance that young people have an input on
worldwide legislation that will affect their futures. To put into
perspective the scale of this event, the German Chancellor
Angela Merkel and the Secretary-General of the United Nations, Antonio Guterres were present. The atmosphere of the
event was most certainly
progressive. I managed to
meet Sir Tim Berners-Lee
(the man who created the
world wide web!) prior to
his speech launching his
‘Social Contract’; which
aims to re-establish the
internet with provisions
to correct the errors and flaws of the past. Overall, it was a
priceless opportunity and I hope that my words will influence
the actions of those in power to make positive and effective
change to children’s rights online. I am looking forward to
further working alongside Baroness Beeban Kidron (member
of the House of Lords and founder of the 5Rights Foundation)
and her team in the future.
Mason Rickard 13MP
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AND FROM THE UN TO ROYALTY
As reported in the last newsletter, after my heart transplant eight years ago, I started swimming as part of my
recovery. As a result, I have made it to an International
level and am now part of the GB transplant swimming
team. Having been successful, I was awarded the WellChild “Inspirational young person 15-18 years Award”:
this was not only due to my efforts within swimming but
also due to my desire to help any other transplant patient achieving their dreams post-transplantation. I have
helped out patients with special needs who struggle to
do a certain medical test, and helped swimmers improve
their technique and attitude towards swimming events,
as it can be an extremely hard mental battle as much a
physical battle. As a result, I met the Duke of Sussex,
Prince Harry and his wife, the Duchess of Sussex, Meghan Markle.
At the Awards ceremony, we were allowed to meet the
Royals personally. When the Royals entered the room
with all of the Award winners, it fell silent mainly due to
the fact, it seemed, that everyone was in shock that they
had finally seen the Royals in person. Soon they came to
me and sat down in front of me and right from the start
all formalities faded as it felt like I was talking to friends I
had known for years. They were genuinely some of the
kindest people I have ever met and were extremely interested in my past and my success and what I had

strived towards after my previous trauma. Meghan, particularly, was very bubbly and extremely interested
which proved to me that she wasn't the person the media perceived her to be.

Rhys with the Duke and Duchess of Sussex

The most memorable part of the event, however, was
seeing Harry cry during his speech, which was a very
emotional and also humbling moment and proved how,
at the end of the day, no matter your stature in society,
we are all the same and experience similar hardships and
fears throughout our lives. Overall the event was amazing to behold and be part of and it was a huge honour to
meet the Duke and Duchess of Sussex.
Rhys Bonnell 13KKP

ECONOMICS IN ACTION 2019
The Economics Conference held at the Emmanuel Centre was a very useful experience as it further consolidated our understanding of economics theory by applying
real world examples to the models and principles we
study in class. Several different speakers attended and
explained their views on various issues such as economic misperceptions, inequality/global poverty, wages and
its relation to the labour market as well as a previous
intern for a firm that was at the heart of the financial

crisis of 2008. The lecture aided us in gaining an understanding key macro/microeconomic models which we
have been studying. Furthermore, we were also guided
on how to improve our exam technique when answering
exam questions and researching case studies when applying them to our lesson work.

The multiple facets of economics can seem overwhelming at the best of times! Thus, a day of explanations and
interaction into the work of economics allowed many of
us to gain extreme clarity into the world of economics
and the struggles faced each and everyday in the national and global economy. We were lucky enough to hear
from many professionals at Economics in Action in London to hear how the challenges are combatted within
Britain.
We were all tasked with questions such as: Is GDP the
right economic indicator? This was one that allowed
many of us to really understand that economic growth
isn’t just about finance and the solvency of the econo-

my—but of much more—such as taking into account literacy rates, quality of life and income disparity. Further
to this, we were educated in what it means to be an immigrant within the UK and whether migration is a factor
that is far more important. Overall, it was a day that
widened the scope of economics to us all and an amazing
opportunity to find out that there are so many other careers in economics that we hadn’t known about. A truly
invaluable experience.

Gravesend Grammar School

Indy Rai 13DW

Sam El-Henawy 12SC
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SYNCHORDIA

We were delighted to welcome Synchordia to GGS on Friday, 6th December.
Synchordia was formed in 2009 by Nicholas Downs and a few players who had
played in a number of groups over the
years in the wake of a breakdown of local
music groups and ensembles. Synchordia has grown in
to a community group of musicians to include a commu-

nity choir called Synchordia Singers and also a Saxophone Quartet. A group that started with less than 20
players has grown in to an ensemble of over 30 players
and a choir of up to 20 singers. If you want further information or are interested in joining, please go to their
website http://synchordia.co.uk/

Our developing choir has reached new heights this year,
achieving the ability to perform in a concert, that took
place at Gravesend Grammar School. Synchordia was an
opportunity for a vast number of individuals within the
community to come together and sing! Having worked
towards the show for many months it was rewarding for

us to develop such a professional outcome on the day.
Our choir looks forward to developing more links and the
ability to show our true talents more often.
Sam El-Henawy 12SC

MINI-GIG

Bands have been working with Mr Brown for the last term on their musicianship and song writing skills and had the opportunity to showcase their efforts during a lunchtime Mini-Gig, which was extremely well attended.

Gravesend Grammar School
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DUKE OF EDINBURGH BRONZE AWARD
Term 2 Update
Our first lesson on Duke of Edinburgh was an introduction to
our year-long scheme. During this lesson, we were introduced
to the Physical section of the DoE Scheme. During this lesson,
we mainly played Ultimate Frisbee. If you have ever played it,
then you will understand it is a very team dependent game.
You can’t move with the frisbee, just like in handball or netball. This meant that communication was key. Doing this activity helped us build teamwork and to learn other people’s
names and build new friendships.
In our second lesson, we were given the opportunity to decide
what we would do for our three sections: Volunteering, Physi-

cal and Skills. In Volunteering, there is a range of options such
as helping people or charity work and coaching. In Physical
there is again a vast range of activities from Archery to water
polo and even pole dancing! The Skills section is the broadest
area: you can do creative arts, care of animals and even
games such as chess.
We’re looking forward to our year!
Ahsan Chaudhry, Yash Hundle, Sam Lloyd 9H

CCF
We ended Term 1 with our first
Biennial Inspection, where we
had the pleasure to be joined
by Commander Hodgkins in his
first visit to a CCF RN unit since
taking up the post of Commanding Officer CCF (RN).
CCF has continued to be busy in
Term 2. We were proud to once again represent the school at
a community event, the Pause to Remember Service in Community Square on Remembrance Day.
We have welcomed our new cohort of students and have already been putting them through their paces on the parade
ground with an introduction to Drill.
Our existing cadets have been keen to gain promotion to higher ranks and have been studying hard to perfect their theoretical knowledge of nautical terms, ship recognition and styles of

leadership. They are increasingly
beginning to take the lead in the
weekly sessions and delivering
training to their peers and our
new intake which has been really pleasing to see.
Next term we are looking forward to taking the contingent to
HMS Collingwood for the low ropes and obstacle course, with
an overnight stay on HMS Bristol.
Cadets are continuing to express an interest in the wide range
of camps and courses available to them and future newsletters
this year will contain their reports.

CNW

BUSINESS PROJECT—CHRISTMAS FAIR
On 23rd November 2019, Jamie Everard and I went to a young
traders Christmas fair in the Gravesend Borough Market for
our business project. I had planned to go to a Christmas fair
for many weeks before this event and sent numerous emails
to different fairs and schools.
We then decided we should book a stall at this one in the Borough Market.
Jamie and I sourced all the stock that would be used as prices
and planned our game ready for the event. We decided to do
a tin can alley where the aim of the game was to knock over a
stack of cans to win a prize of your choice. We had used an old
shelving unit as a stand for the cans and to put prizes on show.

Many people came to our stall and had several goes. The price
for 1 go was £1.50 which got you three bean bags to throw at
the cans, which were three metres away. One of our customers was the Mayor who had go, as well as his daughter. The
fair was six hours long, lasting from 9am till 2pm. However, we
had to finish early due to us running out of prizes.
When we finished at 1pm we had made a total of £70.80 with
£44 of it being profits.

Max Archer 9F

MATHS CHALLENGE
The leader of the group decides that the twenty food rations they have should be divided
using this system: each woman will be given three rations, each man will be given two rations, and each child will be given half a ration. How many men, women and children have
been shipwrecked?
Solution on back page

Gravesend Grammar School
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BARCELONA
Year 9 Costa Brava trip, October 2019
I really enjoyed the Spanish trip to the Costa Brava as we visited so many fascinating places.
An historic castle (La Vila Vella) situated in the town of Tossa
de Mar and constructed in 1381 to protect the local people
from pirates;
the church of
San Vicente,
which
was
historically
important
when Catholicism
was
widespread
throughout
Spain;
and
the
lovely
Playing football in the beach in Tossa de Mar, with La
beach
also
Vila Vella in the background
located
in
Tossa de Mar.
Barcelona Zoo had a wide
collection of animals such
as dolphins, giraffes, elephants and lions - I enjoyed seeing the meerkats and flamingos.
We also went to Park
Guell. This is a public park
filled with mosaic buildings and beautiful gardens designed by
Gaudi, the Spanish architect famous for his highly individual
style. On Wednesday
we visited The Dalí
Museum in Figueres
which houses one of
the largest collections
of surrealist art in the
world, including many
of Dali’s own work.
Later on that day we
travelled to the City of
Girona which has
beautiful
medieval Park Guell with Sagrada Familia still being
constructed in the background
architecture and one
of the best preserved
Jewish quarters in Europe. Our last destination was the impressive Camp Nou, the home stadium of Barcelona FC which
can
seat
over
99,950 spectators.

We had to avoid going into the centre of Barcelona but this did give us
the opportunity to discuss the reasons why the Catalan people felt
strongly about this issue and also
about the Catalan independence
movement.

The Catalan flag

The trip provided a good balance between letting us have fun
but also encouraging us to speak as much Spanish as possible
in order to practise using the language. For example, when
we had free time to walk around the town of Tossa de Mar to
buy food and souvenirs and when we had to ask for directions
from the local shop owners. The local people in Tossa were
very welcoming and friendly and were happy to chat to us
when we needed help with completing our activity booklets
and also when we had to translate English words into the Catalan language as Catalan is similar to Spanish but not exactly
the same.

Girona

The Dali Museum in Figueres

I would recommend the Costa Brava trip to all students taking
Spanish as it’s a great opportunity to practise speaking Spanish which increases your confidence as well as having a great
time with your friends, seeing new places and having new
experiences.

Spanish lessons in the sun

Although our visit Ben Phillips 9F
coincided with Catalan
protests
against the jailing
by Spain of Catalan
leaders, it had little
impact on our visit.
Gravesend Grammar School
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YORKSHIRE WALKING TRIP
During

the
Autumn halfterm break
in 2019, 29
boys were
taken in the
School minibuses up to
the
longfamiliar bunk
barn at Halton
Gill,
north
of
Settle, to spend a week walking over the Southern Dales and
looking after themselves in the bunk barn itself.
Outside the barn there is a large field where some of the boys
play football in their spare time. So, as one said, “When playing football, Mide booted the ball over into the next field. Trying to get it back, there was a big nuisance … sheep!” On another day, when “Ben Mooney kicked the ball over the wall
and we had to get it back, in the end we got it, without being
killed by the sheep!” Always a learning experience, sheep, and
especially for the boy who began by thinking that they were
goats – no names!
There were five days of walking. Some routes are long distance, such as from Hawes back to the bunk barn, while others
are shorter but go over higher ground, like Pen-Y-Ghent or
Wernside. On one of these more demanding walks is when for
one boy, “just stepping in mud that you have highly underestimated” leads, all of a sudden to finding that “half your leg
is stuck in the mud”, and this was quite a dry year by Yorkshire
Dales standards. For another boy, the walk from Hawes was,
as he put it, “somewhat challenging” – but every boy completed the route and for some, this was quite a personal achievement.
Back in the bunk barn, all
the boys on the trip
worked in teams to provide meals for each other. Everybody has to start
somewhere and one of
the older boys did ask
whether someone could
please “teach the Year 7s
how to cook”; happily,
another boy did say that
he had “developed my cooking abilities”. A standing joke concerned the boiled eggs, as in a previous year some boys, knowing that timing was essential, started the clock when they
turned the electric hob on, rather than when the water came
to the boil. No such calamities with the eggs this year, it is a
relief to report. There is even some room for culinary warfare:
one boy, seeing his friend’s sandwich request for white bread,
decided to make the sandwiches with wholemeal crusts. This
aroused indignation and it is good to be able to report that no
blood was spilled and that peace broke out soon afterwards.
Friendships become strong up on the Dales, often between
boys of different years who might otherwise never meet. One
Gravesend Grammar School

of the younger boys was a bit
concerned that the 6th formers
might have become tired of him
by the end of the week. “Don’t
worry”, they noted, “We weren’t!” Around the pool table there
is always a group of people
watching and taking part, with
matches between people sometimes five or six years apart in
age. So, from one, after all the
walking and cooking, “the evenings were just as entertaining,
especially the games of pool and
cards.”
Of course, trips like this only happen because people are prepared to give up their time to support them. The staff who
accompanied the trip this year
were, as ever, totally dependable and really fantastic. Bill
Burton, now retired from regular teaching, has been helping
out with the trip for around 20
years now, while Melvyn Foster has been coming for just
the last five or so years. Mr
Pallant (how does he pack so
much into his school life?)
came along this year again,
joined by Miss Lewis – these
two also take skiing trips, foreign culture trips, World Challenge trips and more, so their willingness to help is especially
appreciated. Youthful energy (naïve enthusiasm?) is in plentiful supply from Mr Haves. All in all, then, the trip has benefitted from an excellent team of staff.
In the end, it’s not just what they do when they are on the
trip: it’s what they take away from the trip as well. “What a
great trip”, said one; “I made a lot of new friends”, said another, while a third said ”I remember all the friends I made on this
trip”; “deffo gonna return for another” was a little more vernacular but still comprehensible, and from others, similar
comments, “I look forward to coming back in the future”, or
“roll on next year” or again “I really enjoy Yorkshire and want
to come again.”

AD
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LEST WE FORGET
ARTHUR ALBERT CLEMENCE
Born on 27th February 1908 to Horace Frederick Clemence (a river pilot) and Rachel Florence Clemence, Arthur Albert Clemence
attended GGS between 1916 and 1922. On
leaving school he joined the Merchant Navy
and at the time of his death was a Chief
Officer on SS Merel. SS Merel was a cargo
ship and was struck by a mine and sank in
The Downs, Kent, west of the Gull Lightship
with the loss of 16 of her 18 crew. He is
listed as living at Winderemere, Pelham Road
when he was born and at 24 Sun Lane when he died. He died
on 8th December 1939, aged 31, alongside Stanley Holland,
another GGS student (see below).
STANLEY CECIL HOLLAND
Stanley Holland was born on 12th September 1907 to James Richard Holland
and Beatrice Walter. They lived at 110
Wrotham Road. He attended GGS between 1917 and 1923 and joined the Merchant Navy as a Second Officer/Second
Mate. He married Kathleen Kingsnorth in
1934. One of his older brothers, James,
also attended GGS (as did his sisters Beatrice and Nellie in 1899 when GGS was The County School).
He was killed on 8th December 1939 at the same time as Arthur Clemence (above) on SS Merel.

The Squadron mainly carried out night raids
against Germany. He had completed his first
tour of 30 operations and was due for
ground duties and leave on 7th November
but died on 4th November 1944, aged 21,
after leaving base for a bombing operation
on Bochum, Germany. He is buried in
Reichswald Forest War Cemetery, Kleve, Germany.
ERIC JOHN SEAGER
Eric Seager was one of the students evacuated to Springmeadow in Beccles, which was
featured in the last newsletter. He was
born on 21st December 1923 and attended GGS between 1936 and 1940 in Cliff
House. He was living at 12 Moore Road,
Swanscombe in 1936. On leaving School,
he went to work in Henley’s Personnel
Department. He joined the RAF on 13th
July 1943 and trained in England and Canada. He was in the Royal Air Force Volunteer Reserve as a Flying Officer 195 Squadron. He successfully carried out 53 operational sorties, mostly over Germany but
was killed on 12th December on a bombing raid to Witten
flying out of Wratten Common. He was 20 years old and is
buried in the Reichswald Forest War Memorial, Germany.

ROBERT ANTHONY MAURICE PALMER VC, DFC & BAR
ROY LITTLEWOOD COUVES
GGS students will be familiar with the portrait and citation for
Roy Couves was the son of Leonard Alfred Couves (who served Robert Palmer which hangs in the Hall. He was born on 7th
on HMS Albatross in
July 1920 in Gillingham and was a student at GGS in Town
the first World War)
House between 1932—1936. He was living at 52 Bellman Aveand Marion and lived
nue in 1932 and had previously
at 16 The Avenue. He
attended Cecil Road Primary School.
was born on 26th FebAfter leaving School, he worked in the
ruary 1919. He was at
Borough Surveyor’s Department. He
Cecil Road Primary
enlisted in the RAFVR on 22nd August
School before joining
1939 and was Acting Squadron Leader
GGS between 1927 and
109 Squadron. The following is taken
1935 and was in Town House. After
from the London Gazette of 20th
attending the Sir John Cass Nautical ColMarch 1945: This officer had completed 110
bombing missions. Most of them involved deep
lege, he served his apprenticeship with
penetration of heavily defended territory; many
the Clan Line and was then Chief Officer on the SS Cornwallis.
were low-level ‘marking’ operations against
Having been torpedoed in 1942, he died on 3rd December
vital targets; all were executed with tenacity,
1944 when his ship was hit by a U-boat. He was 26.
high courage and great accuracy, so that he
DAVID JOHN LINCOLN
Born on 28th January 1923, David Lincoln was living with his
parents at 111 Knockhall Road, Greenhithe in 1934, having
attended Knockhall Primary School. He attended GGS in Cliff
House between 1934—1939 and won a Form Prize in 1936.
After leaving School he worked for the Ministry of Transport
and joined the Royal Air Force Volunteer Reserves as a Flight
Sergeant 625 Squadron. He joined the RAF in 1941 and
trained in Africa. He operated Lancaster Bombers in No 1
Group of Bomber Command based in Kelstern, Lincolnshire.
Gravesend Grammar School

was invariably selected for particularly important missions. The final example of his courage and determination was on
23rd December 1944, when he led a formation of Lancasters to attack the
marshalling yards at Cologne in daylight. Before the target was reached
heavy anti-aircraft fire was encountered and two of his plane’s engines were
set on fire. Squadron Leader Palmer ignored the double risk of fire and explosion in his aircraft and kept on. He made a perfect approach and his bombs hit
the target. His aircraft was last seen spiralling to the earth in flames. Squadron Leader Palmer was an outstanding pilot. He displayed conspicuous bravery. His record of prolonged and heroic endeavour is beyond praise.

He was 24 when he died and he is buried at the Rheinberg
War Cemetery, Germany.
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GGS SPORTS
OVERVIEW

As another year draws to a close it is always nice to reflect on what has been.
Sport at GGS continues to thrive with an increase in participation across all sports. This increase, as is often the
case, has led to an improvement in performance.
All sports currently have a 50% or better win ratio with
some of our minority sports performing really well. Our
senior Basketball side have currently won 75% of their
matches in a County wide league.
We have had more success in Swimming with our Intermediate squad reaching the National Team Championships at the London Aquatics Centre. The four students
involved did themselves and the School proud improving
on their qualification placing to finish in the top 30
schools in the country. A fantastic performance for a
School which has not had a pool for over 20 years!
Our U16 Football squad had a good run in 3 cup competitions and acquitted themselves well against some very
strong football schools. There is a lot to look forward to
in the coming years as these boys filter into the Senior
1st XI.
House Sport continues to thrive with Cross Country, Fitness and Hockey taking place. I look forward to the Basketball
and Cricket planned for the New Year.

I am very excited about our main sports: Rugby, Cricket,
Athletics and Hockey. Rugby continues its upward curve.
We managed to put out 10 teams a few Saturdays ago
and our Senior Squad enjoyed a very successful tour to
Southern France and Northern Spain in October. Touring
is very important and I feel that our students learned a
lot from the experience.
Hockey fixtures start in the New Year and Winter nets
begin straight after Christmas.
As always, all information about the PE Department and
School Sport can be found by following the link (https://
sites.google.com/gravesendgrammar.com/ggssports/
home?authuser=0 ).
I would like to take this opportunity to thank all of the
staff who have been able to make Extra-Curricular Sport
possible at GGS. Over 20 staff help deliver the varied
programme that we offer. I would also like to thank all of
the Parents who give up their time to support and
transport. Finally, of course, all the students who have
committed to School Sport and make it what it is.
I wish you all a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year.
SAB

SWIMMING
The Secondary Schools Team Relay Championships is organ- Despite the obviously extremely stiff competition, we came
ised by the English Schools Swimming Association (ESSA) and an amazing 23rd in the Medley, just missing out on 22nd place
is open to secondary schools from across England, including by 1/100 of a second and then finished 29th in the Freestate, public and home-schooled students. The Champion- style. No mean feat!
ships are run with competing schools determined by the fastest times achieved in a qualifying round organised by the ESSA
divisions. Some divisions hold multiple qualifying galas in
different locations to ensure a wide participation.
In 2018 over 2,300 teams from over 400 schools participated
in the qualifying rounds in 22 separate galas across the country. 137 separate schools participated in the National Finals
that were held at the London Aquatic Centre - the home of
swimming for the 2012 Olympics. 10 Para teams competed
representing their Division across two categories.
And, this year, GGS qualified for the first time!
Our team - Daniel Oliver (9F), Anthony Morgan (10S), David
Allen (10D) and Rishi Rajput (10T) qualified outright for the
Freestyle Relay and were 4th reserve for the Medley Relay. However, on the day, we were selected to swim the Medley Relay too with the boys swimming as follows: Daniel Backstroke, Anthony - Breaststroke, Rishi - Butterfly and David
- Freestyle.

Gravesend Grammar School

Thank not only to the boys for their incredible achievement
but also Mr Burton for attending and, as always, the parents
for their support.

JW
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GGS RUNNING CLUB
Despite the cold and dark setting in after school, GGS Running
Club, held by Mr Townsend & Mr Turvey every Monday is still
going strong. Around 40 students have attended so far, with a
core 15-20 students attending on a weekly basis. Since the last
newsletter, students have entered 2x regional competitions,
attended another Parkrun and completed numerous Monday
training sessions focusing on pace, stamina and speed work.
On Thursday 14th November, 16 students from Years 7-10
attended a district Cross Country event at The Leigh Academy
in Dartford. Students were in three categories (Y7, Y8/9 and
Y10/11), competing against athletes from other schools in
North Kent. For many of our competitors, this was their first
taste of competition, an opportunity that they all relished and
were looking forward to. Particular congratulations to Luke
Fenton (10C), who came 2nd in his category, and Tobi Johnson
(7S), Daniel Oliver (9F) and Jack Douse (10C) who all came in
the top 15 in their categories in a fields of over 100 students,
which is likely to qualify for the next round of the District Cross
Country competition.
I got a lucky opportunity to be able to
represent my school in a cross-country
competition. It was an amazing experience being able to experience being part
of something I love to do and experience
school in a completely different way to
what I am used to. The race was a really
close one for me and I had a lot of fun.
Speaking to some of the other running

peers they had a great time as well. I would like to thank Mr
Townsend and Mr Turvey for being able to give this opportunity to us. Jack Douse 10C
Earlier in the month, two further students completed a time in
the School Parkrun Championship, this time at the Cyclopark.
Logan Stoddart 7H (28:08) and Max Charlwood 13SCC (21:37)
performed fantastically on their Parkrun debuts and Mr Townsend (26:10) who was someway off his PB. Round 3 will be
held at Shorne Country Park in December - all are welcome to
attend, whether you are part of the GGS Running Club or not why not just come to beat Mr Townsend!
GGS Running Club is every Monday after school for an hour
and is open to all years and all abilities. Come and give it a
go! RMT

FISHING
Congratulations to James Slater (12JLW)
who won a Silver medal at the World Shore
-Fishing Championships in Sabaudia, Italy
recently, as part of the England Junior
Squad. He had a couple of days to train on
unfamiliar beaches and get used to the
conditions. On the first day, the match had
to be abandoned due to a lightning storm
and on the second day there were 8ft following seas breaking on to the beach!
He was pipped to Gold by one fish but he also collected a
Bronze medal as part of the team event.

47th THAMES FISHERY EXPERIMENT

periment is to establish the environmental condition of the
Thames through the number and size of fish species caught as
well as providing data to the Environment Agency, Thames
Angling Preservation Society and members of the river community.
GGS has entered a team of four for
many years, with varying degrees of
success.
This year, on Saturday 12th October
2019, Samuel El-Henawy, Samuel Peterson, Konrad Kubucki and I were invited
to the 47th Thames Fishery Experiment to
compete against the City of London
School for Girls to decide who the better
school at fishing is. This year over 250 fish were caught due to
the correct weather for fishing as it was rainy and very windy.
We caught 11 fish in total which was much better than last
year (we only caught 1 last year). City of London School
caught 15 fish so we lost the trophy to them but it was a good
experience and was a good team building exercise.

The Thames Fishery Research Experiment, which
was first held in 1973, is an
annual angling event held
along the foreshore of the
River Thames, one and a
half miles downriver from
the Port Health Lower Francis Olaleye 9S
Thames Office, Denton, Gravesend. The objective of the exGravesend Grammar School
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RUGBY TOUR

Day 1
The Senior Squad met bright and early (4am) as they embarked on their 2019 tour of France and Spain. With the boys
(mostly) bright eyed and bushy tailed, there was a great sense
of excitement of what was to come over the ensuing week.
Tour and 1st XV Captain Harvey Emery and co. set to jet off
from Gatwick airport and got off without a hitch, overcoming
the double bag check of Baasit Opaleye and stage one was
complete
as
the
boys
touched down
in
Biarritz.
After a quick
ride down to
Soustons, the
boys checked
in at their base,
grabbed
a
quick bite to
eat in their
new base for the week and made haste to Pau to take in a Top
14 Rugby fixture, where the home ‘Vert team Blanc’ side met
Castres. A high quality, high point scoring and enthralling
game ensued, and even with the likes of Jay Millen, Daniel
Ogunbambo and James Soper jumping ship to join the travelling fans in the away stand, the home side came out victorious
to the delight of fluent French speaker Henry Bowler.
The lads returned to base and night one in their new surroundings, with boys from Years 11 through to 13 mixing well
as the camaraderie of tour started coming to the fore.
Day 2 - vs Hernani and Ordizia (Spain)
An early wake up call from Mr Stanley and Mr Foreman on a
bizarre Irish Flute met the lads before breakfast and a brief
team meeting prior to the coach ride over the border to Spain.
The typically beautiful weather of the region was nowhere to
be seen as the heavens opened up, but the boys were undeterred as the arrived at the Hernani clubhouse on the outskirts
of St Sebastien. The 1st XV took on the home side first, while
local team Ordizia played the 2nd XV. In two enthralling, but
low scoring games, the 1st XV lost narrowly 7-12 despite a
great Josh Barnes try and the 2nd XV lost 0-5 as they struggled
to overcome the torrential rain and slippery conditions. In the
next fixtures for the day, the 1st XV comfortably beat Ordizia
Gravesend Grammar School

19-0, with Ollie Webb among others dotting down in front of a
delighted Mr Cutting. The 2nd XV improved greatly with a performance of real tenacity, only to come up just short after
Wonderful Ajayi’s try, losing 7-12. Josh Harris and Harvey
Dean were outstanding for the 2nd XV, whilst Oscar Powell
and Ed Bentley showed the resistance of battled hardened
Seniors to give the boys their first victory of the tour.
The aftermath speeches were well received as well as the
monstrous paella put on by the hosts and the global rugby
family ties and sense that rugby brings people together was
obvious to all, even if the medium of hand gestures in conversation worked better than the broken Spanish.
The squad then headed to the beautiful city of St Sebastien for
a few hours of RnR post match, taking in the local sites, delicacies and history before a session of performance analysis and
reflection back at base.
Day 3
Our
Team
Building day
started
off
with an early
breakfast followed by Paddle Boarding
and Kayaking
on the stunning Soustons
Lake. In their
haste to work together as a team the boys embarked on pulling together as pirates to knock Mr Foreman and Mr Cutting
off their boards, and succeeded with Sam Filmer and Denis
Piralic adopting siege tactics to win out. Next up came a high
quality gym session, in which the boys worked in small teams
to row, lift and run for distance and reps and the work out set
the tone for the rest of tour with the Vithyakaran brothers
leading from the front. After a quick lunch the boys headed
out to the country for some Paintballing action. Plenty of stories and fun had but all before we returned to base for a late
dinner and pre match preparation for a trip out to Biarritz and
Nafarroa on Day 4.
Day 4
A trip out for the day to the beautiful city of Biarritz started
Day 4, and even the rain couldn’t dampen the spirits of the
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RUGBY TOUR continued
lads as they ventured out and sampled the seaside mussels, We have played some very tough matches against Rochester
and French croissants and crepes (some from McDonalds….). Maths School, Chis & Sid and Dartford Grammar School. In
these games the players have shown that they can match the
best schools in our area. Our experienced players have led
from the front, and this has allowed players who are new to
the game to shine.
Callum Chandler, Matthew Bailey, Ellis Bance and Sam Osbourne have shown great progress since September when
they were new to the game.
Hopefully we will be able to reschedule the King's Rochester
floodlit game in the New Year and the students will be able to
play in front of a big crowd.
A superb year so far and I am sure there is a lot more to
come!
Next stop was the team’s final fixture against Nafarroa on one EJR
of the most picturesque but waterlogged pitches ever seen. U14 RUGBY
The 2nd XV battled away in the tough conditions and came up The U14 rugby team have seen a huge improvement in levels
just short 5-0, before the 1st XV took to the field against one of performance this year. The last two terms they have faced
of the strongest sides in the region. After a battle for territory some very strong opposition, which helped the boys improve
in the middle of the field, a set piece move involving scrum defensively and play with more intensity than they needed to
half Freddie Barrett put Josh Barnes away down the blind side, in year 8. As a result they have had some great battles with
to beat the covering defence with a strong fend to go in under local schools including good wins against Oakwood Park and
the posts, converted by Ben Hope. The home side struck back Kings, Rochester, and a heartbreaking last kick of the game,
just before the break after a number of battering phases to cup defeat to Beths Grammar.
the delight of the home crowd. As the 2nd half kicked off, the The boys have five games remaining after Christmas, where
light had faded significantly but the spirit of the boys never they will look to learn from their experiences this term and
wavered. After some solid defence and set piece execution reap the rewards of their hard work in the new year series.
with Henry Bowler, Abdel El Khouli and Toby Emery to the This year so far 31 boys have represented the GGS U14 Rugby
fore, the ball popped out to Oscar Powell who broke to team, of which six have played in all 11 games so far. This
offload to cousin Ollie Webb. Webb gathered and sprinted 70 great effort and commitment has been shown by Alfie Marks,
metres to go over and took the Gs into a sensational lead. Luke Farmer, Shay Turley, Harshpreet Kang, Sonny Bradford
With time running out the home side kept hammering at the and Will Stener.
touring red, white and green and a covering tackle in the last Well done to those six and to everyone who has contributed
play of the game by Val Crentsil meant that the score finished to a positive Autumn term of Rugby.
12-7 and “The Nafarroa Effect” of effort, resilience, determi- BPS
nation and hard work paid dividends and a moment that the U15 RUGBY
staff and boys will never forget.
The squad has come on leaps and bounds since year 9, with
Day 5
increased numbers seeing 35 students representing the
The customary tour court session rounded off the early after- School. The squad has been led by co-captains Mide Sodeki
noon before the boys headed to Dune du Pilat, an incredible (10T) and Josh Kemp (10H). Both boys have made regular connatural site of beauty, the tallest sand dune in Europe, before tributions and led as a captain should.
heading off to the airport. The flight home was a quiet and Despite a tough run of games leading into the Christmas break
restful journey, reflective of the previous five days of ram- (Rochester Maths, Chis and Sid and Dartford GS) the squad
packed activity and upon landing it was onwards to Gravesend currently has a 50/50 win loss ratio. Throughout the season
after an action packed and fantastic rugby touring experience. the squad has shown what it is capable of through strong wins
The tour has left the boys in the Senior Squad in a fantastic against Oakwood Park, Bennett Memorial, Chatham House,
place as they head into the latter part of the season and the King's Rochester and Westcliff HS.
togetherness of the group, performances on the field and re- There have been stand out performances from Isaac Tokura
sults have shown what a phenomenal impact tours of this (10H) with 16 tries, Ben Reeve (10D) with 10 tries and 3 connature can have amongst a playing group. Tthe boys have versions and Caleb Rolfe (10F) with 33 conversions, a strike
done themselves and the School proud in how they conducted rate of over 50%.
themselves throughout and we are excited for what the fu- Each House is represented in the Squad but special mention
ture holds for Senior Rugby.
must go to Fleet House who have contributed 10 of the 35
PJF
players.
YEAR 7 RUGBY
I am really looking forward to the new year and especially the
This year has seen record numbers at training and we finished challenge Rugby 7s brings. It has been really enjoyable coach2019 with a one try win over our biggest rivals, Dartford ing the U15s and certainly a challenge.
Grammar School. What a way to finish 2019!
SAB
Gravesend Grammar School
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HOUSE RUGBY
The 2019 House Rugby competition saw just under 600 boys
from Years 7-13 compete for the crown of House Champions,
with an incredibly hard fought and close morning of rugby
exciting the crowds of parents, staff and boys in attendance.
In year 7, 2nd to 5th place were separated by try difference
and only 2 points, with Cliff House coming out on top. In Year
8, Fleet managed to reclaim their title won in the previous
year’s competition by virtue of just 3 points over School
House. The battle between Fleet and Cliff continued in Year 9

Gravesend Grammar School

and 10, but the effort and attitude of all of the boys that participated was a credit to their classmates and the school. Following the House competition, the 1st XV welcomed a Langley
Park select side for a late kick off, played in front of a number
of the boys that had represented their Houses. In a showcase
of school rugby, the G's put on a fine show against their visitors with the final score of 20-20, a highly entertaining and
enjoyable game for the spectators.

PJF
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BADMINTON
Autumn 2019
Once again the Badminton season has reached us. With the
continued success of the Pay-And-Play Session on a Friday
afternoon (£2 – see Mr Woods for more information), another
successful year in the School’s National competition is surely
to happen. We are blessed at GGS to have such an excellent
Coach in Tony Bridge that has enabled Badminton to continue
to thrive. The number of County players we possess is ever
increasing, as well as the number of players invited to attend
cells for those just below that standard.
This year we have been asked to enter into an Elite (for County
standard players) and a Developmental (non-County players)
tournament. The Elite competition was played out on Monday
9th December. The Year 10-11 team consisting of Matt Boniface, Alex Richards, Roan Chima and Siddarth Lanish were always going to be facing an uphill challenge as they are all year
10 students. The other schools in the group were more established teams that had older and more experienced members.
However, this did not put off the team facing some of the best
players in the county for their age group. The GGS team had
many close games throughout the day with many games close
to tipping in either team’s favour. Unfortunately for GGS, we
were often on the receiving end of missing out. Despite games
looking one sided, in fact they were very close on points! The
team certainly showed some real team spirit and did not let
GGS or themselves down in any way despite coming 5th in
their age group.
The Year 7-9 team consisting of Sam Pannell, Rhys Gula, Luis
Pollard, Vatsal Jain and Joel Raj started the day competing

against Judd, the favourites for the Kent schools. The first rubber gave Sam a chance to play against another county standard player. Unfortunately he lost in a tight 17-15 game. GGS
then went on to win the next two to take the lead 2-1 thanks
to Rhys and the doubles pair of Vatsal and Luis. The first of the
last remaining two games went to Judd leaving the match on a
knife edge. Fortunately, the GGS boys come through taking a
fantastic 3-2 win.
The team went from strength to strength taking out all the
opposition in convincing fashion either with a 4-1 or a 5-0 victory against both Sevenoaks teams as well as the much favoured Dartford team. This left GGS with the task with facing
the only other unbeaten Skinners team. The GGS boys did not
let us down despite going 1-0 down at the start of the match
to end up with a resounding 4-1 victory. The year 7-9 team
will now meet up with the other top seven teams in the county to play for the chance to represent Kent in the South East
finals.
Dr Wood then took the Development teams to the play off for
places in the Kent School Games to take place next year (see
below).
Overall, the boys did both themselves and GGS proud. They
took pride wearing the GGS badge on their shirts and always
gave 100% for which I am immensely proud as former member of the school myself. I will now look forward to taking the
Year 7-9 team to the next stage of the competition.
RJW

West Kent School Games Badminton at Sevenoaks School –
Friday 13 December 2019
Our teams performed very well against some very mixed quality opposition in both the Senior (KS4) and Junior (KS3) competition, as we have relatively young and inexperienced teams
competing often against older, experienced boys.
From other Schools. The Year 7 boys in particular were in competition for the first time and came a creditworthy 3 in the
competition overall, as did our senior team. In key matches it
came down to very fine margins and we were pipped to qualifying for the next round in both instances by Judd School
(Tunbridge Wells). All our boys are eligible to compete again
next year and are likely to return stronger and even better
prepared. Matches were played over a 5 game format.

Junior (Yrs 7-9)
Henry Gaston
Jack Robertson
Jack Williams
Nick Williams

Results : Junior
Gravesend 5 vs Ebbsfleet 0
Gravesend 3 vs Skinners 2
Gravesend 0 vs Judd 5
Gravesnd 3 vs Trinity 2

Senior (Yrs 10-11)
Kofi Amo-Agyei
Rishi Rajput
Adam Clewes
Noah Thomas
Adam Perrott

Results : Senior
Gravesend 5 vs Ebbsfleet 0
Gravesend 2 vs Trinity 3
Gravesend 5 vs Hayesbrook 0
Gravesend 4 vs St George’s 1
Gravesend 2 vs Judd 3

rd

JLW
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FOOTBALL
Seniors
The first team have been involved in some close games
recently and have been unlucky in a few games not to
get a result. Throughout this spell the boys who play
regularly have maintained high spirits and have been
giving it their best efforts to perform well. We are currently doing well in the table but it looks unlikely that

we will be able to challenge for the title. The aim is to
finish as high as possible with the remaining games.
Key players for us in tight games have been Matt
Payne, Teddy Lay and Nathan Holt who have been very
determined in each game to keep battling to the end.
DGN

Under 16s

The U16 football squad have enjoyed an incredibly successful season making good progress in all three cup
competitions they were entered into this year. Our National Cup run started positively with a 4-1 win over
Coopers Coborn in what was an excellent team performance all round. Unfortunately for the GGS boys they
came up against a very strong Teddington Squad in the
next round and succumbed to a 4-0 defeat.
Despite this, the squad rallied to perform admirably in
the remaining two cup competitions. The Invicta Cup
saw victories against Bexleyheath Academy and Harris
Academy with 5 goals scored by GGS across the two fixtures and none conceded! The third round fixture was
away at a very well drilled Hurstmere side who unfortunately ran out 3-0 winners.
Saving the best for last, the squad managed to reach the
quarter-finals of this year’s French Cup. Excellent victories away at Greenacre and Folkestone Academy saw the
team progress to a tricky third round fixture at home to
Welling School. In a hard-fought game GGS emerged vic-

torious with a 3-2 victory! This set up a quarter final
against Wilmington Grammar School at home. A tense
game finished 2-2 at full time with GGS having twice
fought back from a goal down. The lottery of the penalty
shoot out followed. Unfortunately for GGS it wasn't to
be and Wilmington ran out the victors.
This has been a really excellent season for the under-16
squad, far surpassing previous years. This has been
down to a combination of skill, hard-work and commitment to the cause from all squad members. Special mention must go to top scorer Jeffrey Ogbata and Captain,
Will Currie for their excellent contribution this season;
however the entire squad should be proud of their
achievements, they have been a pleasure to manage! All
of this means we will hopefully have some very talented
and committed footballers moving up the first team
squad for next season!
PJC

HOCKEY
With a new, freshly laid, Astroturf in place and ready to go, hockey participation numbers have been soaring. Dozens of students of all ages have been training on Mondays and Wednesdays to prepare for the Term 3 and 4 fixtures.
This year we have more hockey fixtures than ever before, fielding teams in Years 7, 8, 9 & 10. They will be midweek, afterschool fixtures against schools all around Kent. Next term promises to be a busy term for Hockey so if
you would like to come and get involved—come along and train! Years 7&8 - Mondays afterschool. Years
9,10,11,12,13 - Wednesdays afterschool.
BPS

CRICKET - WINTER TRAINING
Cricket is back! Winter training and nets will begin in Term 3.
Years 8 and 10 - Tuesdays in the Sport Hall
Years 9 and Seniors - Thursdays in the Sports Hall
Year 7 cricket will begin in Term 4 with a House cricket competition. More details will follow next term.
BPS
Gravesend Grammar School
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DATES FOR YOUR DIARY
FRIDAY, 20TH DECEMBER
MONDAY, 6TH JANUARY 2020
Tuesday, 7th January—14th January
15th January—22nd January
Thursday, 23rd January
Friday, 24th January
Monday, 27th January
Wednesday, 29th January
Monday, 3rd February
Tuesday, 4th February
Wednesday, 5th February
Wednesday, 5th February Saturday, 8th February
Tuesday, 11th February
Wednesday, 12th—Thursday,
13th February
Wednesday, 12th—Monday, 17th
February
Friday, 14th—Tuesday, 18th
February
FRIDAY, 14TH FEBRUARY
MONDAY, 24TH FEBRUARY

END OF TERM 2
FIRST DAY OF TERM 3 (WEEK 1)
Y13 Trial Exams
Y11 Trial Exams
2020 Ski Trip Meeting
Islington Art Fair Years 11/12/13
Cambridge University Visit
Higher Education and Apprenticeships Evening 19:00—20:15
Psychology trip Years Y12/13
Jack the Ripper Tour Year 8
Bletchley Park Years Year 12
Drama Production—Spamalot
Y11 Parents’ Consultation
Y8 vaccinations
Geography trip to the Azores
Berlin trip
END OF TERM 3
START OF TERM 4 (WEEK 1)

250 CLUB
Winners from the October draw:1st prize - £201.43 - No. 334 - Member since 2017, no previous wins
2nd prize - £109.88 - No. 247 - Member since 2003, 2 previous wins
3rd prize - £54.94 - No. 345 - Member since 2018, 1 previous win
Contribution to school - £366.25

Winners from the November draw:1st prize - Number 183 - £210.37 -1 previous win, member since 2012
2nd prize-Number 167-£114.75-No previous wins,member since 2018
3rd prize - Number 203 - £57.38 - 1 previous win, member since 2017
Amount to school - £382.50

Thanks to everyone for your continued support and I wish you all a very merry Christmas and a happy and healthy New Year
Barbara Dumaisnil, GGS 250 Club Co-ordinator

TERM DATES FOR 2019—2020 ARE ALSO
AVAILABLE ON OUR WEBSITE: www.gravesendgrammar.com

TERM DATES FOR ACADEMIC YEAR 2019—2020
TERM 1:

Starts: Tuesday, 3rd September 2019
Finishes: Friday, 18th October 2019
TERM 2:
Starts: Monday, 4th November 2019
Finishes: Friday, 20th December 2019
TERM 3:
Starts: Monday, 6th January 2020
MATHS CHALLENGE SOLUTION
Finishes: Friday, 14th February 2020
Food: 2m+3w+0.5c = 20 so 4M + 6w+c = 40
Group: m+w+c = 20
TERM 4:
Starts: Monday, 24th February 2020
Combine these so that 3m+5w+20
Finishes: Friday, 3rd April 2020
Integer solutions are (0,4), (5,1) but we know
that there is at least one man on the island. So
TERM 5:
Starts: Monday, 20th April 2020
this means there must be 5 men, 1 woman and
(Bank Holiday— FRIDAY, 8th May)
14 children.
Finishes: Friday, 22nd May 2020
TERM 6:
Starts: Monday, 1st June 2020
Finishes: Tuesday, 21st July 2020
Summer Holiday: Starts Wednesday, 22nd July 2020—Finishes Monday, 31st August 2020
Gravesend Grammar School
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COMING SOON TO A SCHOOL HALL NEAR YOU!
GGS PRODUCTIONS
PRESENT

WEDNESDAY 5th, THURSDAY 6th, FRIDAY, 7th and
SATURDAY, 8th FEBRUARY 2020
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